Concept Abstract
Submit the one-page abstract with your concept video. Abstract
submission is required before concepts are posted online.

In a few words, describe the general idea of your concept (game/social media/signs/book, etc.)
Encased Safety Inspection Drone (ESID) Team:

Team Members: Joseph Martinez-Ponce, Brian Pando, Micaela Olivas, Richard Cross, Alexander Malubrg, Riley Willingham
We want to build a drone that can operate and navigate in an underground environment autonomously

In a brief paragraph, describe your concept and how it will change the public’s perception of mining.
To the public, underground mines are seen as very dark and dangerous places to work at because of the lack of information
known about the deep tunnels and cavities found in underground mines. Usually a certified person is needed to inspect the
stability of the open cavern areas and to conduct certain tests necessary to protect the safety of the miners. Exploration and monitoring

of hazardous areas in underground environments can expose the miners to potential hazards. However, with the use of an encased
drone the information needed to uncover the mysteries of an underground mine could be revealed, thus shining some light into the underground mines.

In a few words, describe your intended audience.
The intended audience for this project is the mining community, including mining companies (contractors, consultants),

and also professors and students.

How far reaching do you envision your concept, that is, how many people and at what age ranges do
you think your concept will reach?
We envision this project to reach out to the entire mining community 18 years of age and above, but we would love to see

how younger audiences could be inspired by our concept and improve it in the future.

Please show a general breakdown and total projected cost of your project, if it were to be noticed or
sponsored.
The team requires money for drone parts such as frames and propellers ($300), electronics such as sensors and batteries

($700), drone enclosure parts such as carbon fiber rods and 3D printer filament ($500), and a contingency of at least $500,
just in case we need to by any extra materials. In total, the team needs around $2000.

Briefly please include any additional information you would like judges to know about your concept.
Applications of drones in mining operations have shown to be more efficient, inexpensive, and safer alternatives for worker inspection,

particularly in hazardous areas. Drones can carry various sensors such as visual, acoustic and chemical sensors, and can also be
built upon to be more modular and versatile. These potential improvements is what makes drones a useful tool in the mining industry

and is the reason why our team wants to work on this project.
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